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ABSTRACT
Expatriates live many paradoxical experiences while being immersed in another culture (Russell, 2006; Osland & Osland, 2006; Russell & Dickie, 2007; Russell & Aquino-Russell, 2010; 2011). This led us to wonder what it might be like for host country nationals (HCNs) to work with expatriates in their own country. There is literature describing the changing of business, communication, and cultural practices so that expatriates can be more successful and more culturally congruent (Selmer, 2000; Banuta-Gomez, 2002; Montagliani & Giacalone, 1998; Hawkins, 1983; Peppas, 2004), but is this really happening from the HCN’s perspectives? This study focused on describing the lived experience of Indonesian employees using their own words. Written descriptions were analyzed/synthesized using Giorgi’s descriptive phenomenological method (Giorgi, 1975; 1985; 2009; Giorgi & Giorgi, 2003). The central finding points to a ‘disconnect’ between two worlds and paradoxical ways of being for Indonesians while working for Western-based organizations at home. The new knowledge may enhance knowledge for managers which could in turn alter management practices in relation to valuing HCNs for their contributions to Western organizations.
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INTRODUCTION
Due to ongoing globalization, being immersed in another culture is an experience lived by a growing number of individuals worldwide and will continue in the decades to come (Varma, Pichler, & Budhwar, 2011). This means more and more individuals engage in international activities that result in increased contact with persons from different cultures. Yet, while expatriates have been widely studied, it is surprising to discover “that the perspective of host country nationals (HCNs) has not yet received extensive study” (Templar, 2010, p.1754).

The research participants in this current study are Indonesian and the researchers are Canadian. The magnitude and importance of cross-cultural interaction between the two countries has been occurring for decades. Since 1949, when Canada and Indonesia first exchanged resident Ambassadors, both countries have had active relationships with each other, including “development co-operation, investment in the resource sector, [with] … a growing level of trade” (Centre for Intercultural Learning, 2000, p. 160). The relationship has been productive as indicated by the fact that “cumulative Canadian direct investment in Indonesia is estimated at $8 billion” (The Indonesia Canada Chamber of Commerce, 2000, p. 28). Direct investment in 2007 was almost 2.1 billion dollars (Government of Canada, 2010). There is little doubt that Canadian and other Western-based organizations will continue to do business in Indonesia and ensuring that Canadians understand their Indonesian colleagues' experiences is vital.

There has been research focusing on what it is like for expatriates to be immersed in another culture (Russell, 2006). Westerners experience many paradoxical experiences when living and working away from home.
and the organizational culture changes because of a blending of Western and Indonesian values (ibid). We have not found literature to date related to what the experience might be like for Indonesians to work in Western-based organizations while still living in their home country.

The study is unique and differs from conventional approaches described in the literature (Loiselle & Profetto-McGrath, 2004; Romyn, 2001). It seeks to build on a qualitative research program of lived experiences, and interest in the experience of being immersed in another culture (Aquino-Russell, 2003, Russell, 2006; Russell & Dickie, 2007; Aquino-Russell & Russell, 2009; Russell & Aquino-Russell, 2010; 2011). This phenomenological research will be directed by the following question: What is the general structural description (or meaning) of the experience of working in Western-based organizations for Indonesians? The objectives of this study were:

- to describe the meaning of the experience of working in Western-based organizations for Indonesians while in Indonesia, and
- to enhance the understanding of the similarities and differences in working for Western-based versus Indonesian organizations as perceived by Indonesians.

Understanding the experiences and perceptions of the Indonesians who work for Western-based organizations is important as it will offer cultural insights related to current management practices. This in turn may lead to the potential for altering practices to enhance the effective management of Indonesian employees who are a valuable component of success for many Western-based organizations.

**LITERATURE REVIEW**

The working life of the expatriate manager is about the fascinating challenges involved in “being caught between the contradictory demands of the headquarters on the one hand and the demands of the host country nationals and the local situation on the other” (Osland & Osland, 2006, p. 95). This intriguing balancing of two worlds has led to considerable research completed on expatriation (Mendenhall, Kuhlmann, Stahl, & Osland, 2002; Hutchings, 2005; Bonache, Brewster, & Suutari, 2001; Osland, 2000; Shim & Paprock, 2002; Tung, 1988; Varner & Palmer, 2002). However, precious little research has been completed from the perspective of HCNs (Vo, 2009; Tarique, Schuler, & Gong, 2006; Toh & DeNisi, 2003). It is believed that the lack of interest in the research community about HCNs stems from a longstanding “ethnocentric belief that the success of an expatriate assignment depends solely on expatriates” (Bartlett, Lawler, Bae, Chen, & Wan, 2002, p. 385). Varma, Pichler, and Buddhwar (2011) concur with this assertion and Toh and DeNisi (2003) added that the “existing IHRM [international human resource management] studies have neglected the HCN’s role in the success of expatriate assignees, placing the burden largely on the expatriate” (p. 617). Clearly there has been a persistent management view that HCNs were not very important in the bigger scheme of things (Mendenhall, Punnett, & Ricks, 1995) and this is reflected by the lack of research activity.

For the purpose of this current research, it is central to recognize that HCNs represent a critical component of any business venture as a “facilitating or hindering factor in the expatriate adjustment process” (Toh & DeNisi, 2003, p. 617) and “for increasing [organizational] effectiveness in the host nation” (Mahajan, 2011, p.121). Lee & Sukoco (2010) added that “developing and maintaining relationships with [HCNs], are the core facets of expatriate performance” (p. 966). This explains why Takeuchi (2010) made it clear that “there is a surprising lack of attention to the development needs and potential contributions of the HCN workforce associated with the expatriate management assignment” (p.1060). Also intriguing is the fact that “the majority of studies on [HCNs] consider the influence of HCNs on expatriates but not vice versa” (Takeuchi, 2010, p. 1050).

So the current situation is that the HCN perspective is a research focus largely unexplored in the literature (Bartlett, Lawler, Bae, Chen, & Wan, 2002). In particular, there is little knowledge about the HNC perspective on employer programs including training and development, and also, for example, limited evidence exists that explores the reactions of HCNs to “ethnocentric pay policies” (Mahajan, 2011, p.121). The importance of understanding HNCs’ perspective is highlighted by a recent trend to hire local HNCs in an attempt to “move away from decades of expensive and failed” (Owen, 2010, p.100) expatriation assignments.
The needs of Western-based organizations, combined with the literature’s shortcomings, have led directly to “a growing call for a refocusing of international management research on the needs and contributions of HCNs” (Vance, Vaiman, & Andersen, 2009, p. 651). To more fully understand this phenomenon, it was essential to obtain HCNs’ own thoughts of their lived experiences while working with Western-based organizations. According to the literature, lived experience is the world as persons directly experience it and describe it (van Manen, 1990). It is a very significant phenomenon for study as pointed out by Keen (1975) who wrote that “the lived experience must be our guide in understanding other people and what things mean to them” (p. 21).

METHODOLOGY

The research strategy used in the study was Giorgi’s (1970; 1985; 2009; Giorgi & Giorgi, 2003) descriptive phenomenological method, which sought to describe the meaning of lived experiences and allowed Indonesians to participate with the Canadian researchers from Indonesia via email. A qualitative methodology was selected because it provided the opportunity for the research participants to describe their own personal experiences of what it is like for them to work for Western-based organizations while still living at home.

Giorgi’s descriptive phenomenological method was developed for the purpose of discovering and articulating “meanings being lived by research participants that reveal the nature of the phenomenon being researched” (Giorgi & Giorgi, 2003, p. 252). Giorgi believed that a written (or verbal) description of a particular situation could form the basis of a research study when the focus is the meaning of these descriptions rather than the seeking of objective facts. The method includes specific ways of formulating research questions and explicit procedures for data collection and analysis/synthesis, as well, guidelines for participant sampling. As evidenced in the literature (Aquino-Russell, 2003; Baker, Arsenault, & Gallant, 1994; Hetherington, 2002; Kraynie, 1985; Ng & Sinclair, 2002; Purola & Aavarinne, 2001; Russell, 2006), Giorgi’s method provides rich data descriptions and insight into the unique experiences of persons who have lived the phenomenon under study.

SAMPLING AND RESEARCH PARTICIPANT SELECTION

This study involved 21 research participants who were “selected purposefully to permit inquiry into and understanding of the phenomenon” (Patton, 2002, p. 46). Silverman (2000), argued that “purposeful sampling allows us to choose a case because it illustrates some feature or process in which we are interested” (p.104). A participant must: have lived the experience the researcher is studying, be able to reflect, be articulate, and be willing to take part in the study (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998). The participants were chosen on the basis that they:

- were Indonesian,
- have worked (or work) for a Western-based organization in Indonesia,
- were able to read and write in English, and
- were willing to write about their experiences and submit using email.

To maintain anonymity, pseudonyms were assigned to participants by the researchers to be used instead of real names in any reference in this paper.

The research participants were well-educated and had considerable experience in being employed by Western-based organizations located throughout Indonesia. They were men and women and together their employment experience totaled more than 35 different Western-based organizations. A wide variety of international non-government organizations (INGOs), transnational companies, and public service organizations were represented in the research participants’ work experiences.

DATA COLLECTION/ANALYSIS

“The most straightforward way to go about … research is to ask selected individuals to write their experiences down” (van Manen, 1990, p. 63). Thus, in this study, data in the form of written descriptions were collected from 21 research participants. This allowed the researcher to capture the descriptions precisely and in their entirety with no chance of imprecision as a result of transcription procedures. To initiate the actual data collection, each participant was invited via email to respond to the interrogatory statement: Please write about a situation or
experience that best describes what it was like (or is like) for you to work for a Western-based organization in Indonesia. The statement was planned to draw out, without leading, the feelings and thoughts of the Indonesian employees (HCNs). They were advised to write as much, or as little, as they deemed appropriate. Following acceptance of the research participants’ written descriptions, the researchers then undertook Giorgi’s process (summarized by Aquino-Russell (2003)) as described and adapted in Table 1.

Table 1: Giorgi’s Descriptive Phenomenological Method

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step 1 - Dwelling with the written description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The researchers engaging in a rigorous process of intuiting, analyzing, and describing the raw data descriptions which was completed through reading and rereading the entire description of each participant’s experience to get a general sense of the whole.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step 2 - Identifying Meaning Units (MUs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meaning units were established by going through the text and every time the researchers experienced a transition in meaning, a slash was placed in the description of the text (Giorgi, 1989). The researchers operated with spontaneity while constituting MUs (thinking: something important is happening here or there is a change here or something interesting is going on). By doing this, the researchers dwelled with the description longer than when it was first read (Giorgi, 1989).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step 3 - Identifying Focal Meanings (FMs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The MUs were raised to a higher level of discourse and were reformulated to become FMs in the language of the researchers. During this part of the process, meanings were uncovered (Spiegelberg, 1971) and the analytical phase of data description interpretation was completed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step 4 - Synthesizing Situated Structural Descriptions (SSD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The researchers synthesized each set of FMs into a SSD for each participant. It is the SSD that grasps the meaning of the lived experience from the perspective of the participant. For the SSD, the investigators synthesized and integrated the insights contained in all of the FMs into a consistent statement for each of the participants’ lived experiences.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step 5 - Synthesizing a General Structural Description (GSD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The GSD of this lived experience was generated from the synthesis of the participants’ SSDs. This stage grasps the most general significance of the phenomenon under study and is aimed at capturing the meaning of the lived experience described by the participants in an insightful and focused way (Baker et al., 1994). Giorgi (1975) stated that the GSD “leaves out the particulars of the specific situation and centers on those which … while not necessarily universal are at least trans-situational or more than specific” (p. 88).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Aquino-Russell, 2003, p.99-103)

PRESENTATION OF DATA DESCRIPTIONS AND FINDINGS

As noted in Step 5 above, the study was carried out to answer the research question: What is the general structural description (GSD) of The Meaning of the Experience of Indonesians Working for Western-Based Organizations at Home? Table 2 is included to enable the reader to discern the processes undertaken in Giorgi’s method and to depict an example of MUs, FMs, and the SSD for one participant named Nanda (a researcher-selected pseudonym). The same process was also undertaken with the data obtained from the other 20 participants. The GSD of this lived experience was generated from the synthesis of all 21 participants’ SSDs and is presented immediately following Table 2.

Table 2: The processes undertaken in Giorgi’s method and to depict an example of MUs, FMs, and the SSD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meaning Unit #2: Nanda</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Working in the international organization has exposed me to every possibility and good network, the salary paid was also satisfying. Yes, we were working so hard to achieve our goal, but at the same time, we also got a well deserved remuneration. This might be a reason why working in this such organization has a better bargaining position than working in the local company or organization”.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focal Meaning #2: Nanda</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The benefits of remuneration and career growth in Western-based organizations outweigh those offered by Indonesian organizations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Situated Structural Description for Nanda</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For this participant, working with Western-based organizations involved a reverse culture shock experience in learning to work with others, from a different culture, who have high standards, time schedules, and results-based strategies. The benefits of remuneration and career growth in Western-based organizations outweigh those offered by Indonesian organizations. The participant emphasizes the importance of the need for Western managers to modify their behaviours towards local staff to fit in as sometimes behaviours are inadequate.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GENERAL STRUCTURAL DESCRIPTION – CENTRAL FINDING

The GSD of this lived experience was developed from the synthesis of the participants’ situated structural descriptions. This GSD, “leaves out the particulars of the specific situation and centers on those which, while not necessarily universal are at least trans-situational or more than specific” (Giorgi, 1975, p. 88). The central finding of this research (GSD) is the meaning of the experience.

For Indonesians working in Western-based organizations at home, time is paradoxically lived while being fairly-not fairly remunerated. Even with a results/outcomes focus on sustainability limits exist with decisions being made outside Indonesia. Respect/disrespect is experienced at work, depending on the management style while reverse culture shock is experienced when facilitating expatriate cultural immersion.

DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

This phenomenological research uncovered the meaning of the lived experiences of Indonesians working for various Western-based organizations at home. In this discussion we will focus on one component of the findings that surfaced in many of the participants’ data descriptions. This finding relates to the paradoxical feeling of Being Fairly /Not Fairly Remunerated as experienced by the participants. This paradox is expressed as: Remuneration is higher for HCNs than it would be for them working for local organizations, yet remuneration is less for Indonesians than it is for expatriates doing equal work. For HCNs, this difference may enliven feelings of being used while giving more than receiving and may result in a potential for staff demotivation, conflict, and envy for some participants, yet also enliven feelings of gratitude when comparing salaries of local organizations. It is noted that “paradoxes are not opposites, but are dimensions of the same rhythm lived all-at-once where one is in the foreground and one is in the background” (Parse, 1998, p. 30).

The paradoxical feelings of Being Fairly - Not Fairly Remunerated from the GSD are illuminated by selected direct quotations from the research participants’ written descriptions are presented in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Participant</th>
<th>Direct Quotations from Research Participants’ Descriptions of Experiences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agus</td>
<td>“For sure there is different amount of salary even the local staff have the same capacity in term of skills (even in the same position).”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erika</td>
<td>“The salary standard in local NGOs could not help me providing space for life improvement… I need this international bodies to help my income.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gita</td>
<td>“There is health allowance and hospital reimbursement also.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jayadi</td>
<td>“Working with Western-based organization is the aim of many local work seekers because they can practice the English language and get higher payment.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misni</td>
<td>“The big disparity of the local and Expatriate staff’s salary even there is a big workload that has to be managed by the local staffs sometimes leads to a jealousy, prone to the conflict, or declining commitment to work.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanda</td>
<td>“We were working so hard to achieve our goal, but at the same time, we also got a well deserved remuneration.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oesman</td>
<td>“…questions started to surface … about the disparities between expatriate staff’s salary and benefit packages with national staffs. National staffs were paid less than $400 per month but the expatriate were making 10 times more than that, with tons of benefits, while most of the work was done by nationals.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridwan</td>
<td>“[the] salary range [is] a lot better compared to others.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trisno</td>
<td>“It pays more than local companies (salary and benefit package) and also more challenging.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utami</td>
<td>“As an employee I can say that multinational company (in my experience, western-based company) gives more benefit and facility (in term of total amount and type of benefits) than local company.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verawai</td>
<td>“Remunerations--Above standards national company…”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Several research participants described the constant balancing act of experiencing harder lessons joined with higher remuneration from working with Western-based organizations as opposed to local organizations. Erika puts it best:
Despite of all [successful] struggles in local NGO and idealism, I am now looking back for working in international NGO or companies (again), as I need better compensation for our life. The salary standard in local NGOs could not help me providing space for life improvement. So despite of all [difficult] lesson learnt I got from International NGOs or multinational company, I need this international bodies to help my income. (Erika – Research Participant)

The data descriptions from many research participants revealed a paradoxical reality of being paid less than expatriates for equal work, yet being paid more than fellow Indonesians working for local organizations. Agus described that salary was “not based on position but on your nationality” while Misni stated, “the big disparity of the local and Expat staffs salary even there is a big workload that has to be managed by the local staffs sometimes leads to a jealousy, prone to the conflict, or declining commitment to work.” Oesman highlighted, astonishingly, that the expatriate made a salary ten times higher than that of the HCN which was what he called an “issue of disparity” in his workplace, made worse as it was “not uncommon for the Indonesians to do most of the work”. Meanwhile, Ridwan and Verawati simply indicated that the higher pay obtained while working for Western-based organizations was a primary motivating factor for them to seek this kind of employment.

The question of benefits, which included health programs, training & development, was very similar to salary in that it was generally higher than local organizations. However, there was a significant difference in that the higher benefits did not serve as lightening rod for discontent as did the large disparities in salary so was much less an issue for management. Gita supports this argument in her description:

Western-based organizations in Indonesia are really human care although it is very business minded. They will provide certain policy and procedure to make people feel safe and healthy. They really pay attention to the office surrounding and environmental. They always obey the Government rules also. Medical check up will always be held on every year for all the employee. There is health allowance and hospital reimbursement also.

Similarly, Lusino described excellent health benefits that were simply not offered in local organizations and Jiyadi wrote about the benefit of developing his English language skills which was huge to him and his colleagues. Misni, Agus, Misni, Utami, and Verawati were also clear in describing a high level of benefits from employment with Western-based organizations far outweighs what an Indonesian would receive as an employee for a local organization.

The research participants pointed to a much higher level of commitment to training and development programs as a result of their employment with Western-based organizations; however, there were contradictions as evidenced in the words of Agus when he stated: “I had not gotten knowledge transfer from the international staffs. Most of the time, I provided them with my knowledge”. Yet more commonly described were positive perspectives such as this described by Ridwan: “they care about the employee’s development, they provide us more in trainings or education” and from Dewi who wrote:

all organizations I had worked with made substantial effort to improve staff’s capacity by providing internal training or allocating annual budget for self improvement. Organizations also took serious action in promoting staff who are valuable and had proved his/her working ability.

Others, including Imah, Kusnadi, and Bambang concurred that Western-based organizations were very committed to developing their personnel, most importantly, including their Indonesian personnel. Imah referred to it as “People Agenda” while Bambang expressed appreciation for being “pushed beyond his comfort zone”. Kusnadi wrapped it up when he said:

The chances to interact with various experts, people from various backgrounds have helped in improving the self-confidence and sharpen the critical thinking. By giving chances to national staffs to be in the position of field manager and some technical advisor, it is also the other way for building the capacity of the local people.

Overall, these findings point to the fact that the HCNs envisioned themselves as equal partners but they did not always feel equality especially in regards to remuneration levels. The fact that expatriate remuneration was substantially higher brought on some ill feelings but subsided somewhat with knowledge that their pay was higher.
than it would be if they worked in local organizations. Still the negative emotions and feelings of being trapped were being experienced or perceived by the research participants. For many, real satisfaction ensued from personal capacity and career development opportunities obtained as result of working with the Western-based organizations.

This research adds to the dearth of extant literature on the HCNs’ perspective as opposed to ample literature focusing on Westerners who have expatriated to other countries. The findings serve to enhance overall knowledge in relation to the HNCs’ feelings of Being Fairly /Not Fairly Remunerated while working for various Western-based organizations at home.

There is mention in the existing literature about salary disparities (Toh & DeNisi, 2003) which matches with findings highlighted in this paper. Congruent is the belief that equal pay for equal work does not exist (Welch, 2003; Beaverstock, 2004). It is indicated that the expatriate salary is always higher and amazingly anywhere from three to twenty times higher than the HCN, who is employed in the exact same organization was typical (Reynolds 1997; Cervin & Bonache, 2005).

It is not that HCNs are blind to the perceived unfair remuneration practices. For example, Misni said it can lead to “jealousy, prone to the conflict, or declining commitment to work.” This is supported in the literature by researchers such as Mahajan (2011) who wrote, “pay policies follow an ethnocentric approach. They are perceived to be less acceptable and unfair by HCNs and thus may only elicit threshold behavior and compulsory cooperation from them (p.122).” Similarly, the HCNs see “injustice in remuneration, were more demotivated by the gaps, and were more likely to be thinking about leaving the organization (Marai, et al., 2010, p. 250).

Practitioners and researchers should not be overlooking the HCN perspective in regards to remuneration. Lowe, Milliman, De Cieri and Dowling (2002) noted “most of what has been written on international compensation is focused exclusively on compensating the expatriate” (p. 47). As noted with the current findings, this will need to change as it is too important to ignore. It is also critical to remember that HCNs usually far outnumber expatriates in Western-based organizations (Bonache, Sanchez, & Zarraga-Oberty, 2009) which implies the HCN perspective on pay satisfaction is essential (Black, Gregersen, & Mendenhall 1992).

A bright spot in the findings and supported by Bonache et al. (2009) was that HCNs employed by Western-based organizations do get paid higher than if they were employed in similar positions within local organizations.

CONTRIBUTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In an effort to enhance understanding of what it is like for Indonesians working in Western-based organizations at home, the study was designed to explore Indonesians’ perspectives of the phenomenon by illuminating their lived experiences. The researchers expect understanding may lead to improvements in human resource management practices as well as strategies for facilitating and supporting the HCNs experience, thereby benefiting both Indonesians and the organizations that employ them. The findings also have implications which apply to a wide range of interests in the international management field including those of academic researchers and educators, human resource management professionals, senior managers, HCNs, and expatriates of the past, present, and future. Contributions and recommendations for human resource management practice follow.

HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PRACTICE

It is clear that the management personnel of Western-based organizations need to be very concerned about the HCNs experience, particularly the perception of salary unfairness as it can impact employee productivity and, in turn, impact overall organizational performance.

International human resource management is a critical profession in light of globalization, especially when one considers the economic growth in large countries like China, India, and Indonesia. Equipped with an enhanced understanding of lived experiences of HCNs, there exists an excellent opportunity for human resource professionals to assist HCNs who may be overwhelmed by the paradoxical experiences and challenges involved in being employed by Western-based organizations, especially in Indonesia, which is very dissimilar to working in local organizations.
Generally, current human resource practices related to HCNs have actually been mostly focused on expatriation. It is apparent that HCNs are left largely to their own means and devices during their employment with the Western-based organization. This is not acceptable. Thus, it is recommended that the international manager and human resource professionals make frequent and regular contact with HCNs to find out what the experience is like for them. They need to listen and support the HCN given the reality of their employment experiences. It is about seeking to understand what the employee’s experience is like and what would be helpful to make the extremes more manageable.

The lived experience of an HCN working in a Western-based organization is a highly individualistic experience. Employees’ experiences must be understood in order to enact change to enhance their lived professional experiences. Standardized strategies are often used at present; however, experiences may be studied more easily and challenges improved by use of regular, qualitative research methods. Persons in the Western-based organization need to become more understanding and more aware of their own shortcomings in their relationships with HCNs. Thus, it is believed by the researchers that enhanced understanding emerging from this research study has the potential to alter the way that human resource professionals choose to deal with HCNs.

CONCLUSION

In today’s world, there are ever-increasing numbers of persons living and working away from their home countries necessitating much interaction with HCNs working in Western-based organizations at the local level. As a result, HCNs obtain a wide variety of experiences and develop strong personal feelings while working in these organizations. To help individuals within the organizations to understand the complexities of the phenomenon, it is suggested that exploration of the experiences, feelings, and thoughts of HCNs be employed through seeking their descriptions of what it is like. This could be an important aspect of every staff meeting or team building session. HCNs have a tremendous amount of knowledge to share with human resource professionals and academics whose work will be aided with better understanding of the challenges of managing today’s global workforce. Furthermore, the shared knowledge also will help present and former HCNs to make sense of their experiences, and through education and training, provide future HCNs with valuable insights into the nature of the employment experiences. As research participant-Erika said: “… working together the impossible becomes possible!”
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